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K1016-NKE

MODEL NO.

9 4 0 6 9 1 4

SERIAL NO.

0 7 / Q 8 / 9 4

DATE SHIPPED

TRENCH SHIELD MANUFACTURER

TABULATED QATA

SHORT TERM EXPOSURE
DEPTH/CAPACITY CHART

SOIL
TYPE

A

B

C

EFP

25

45

60

MAXIMUM
DEPTH

54'

32'

24'

SHIELD
CAPACITY

1350

1440

1440

Shield capacity is in PSFper feet along the
bottom of the Trench Shield

LONG TEEM EXPOSURE
DEPTH/CAPACITY CHART
SOIL
TYPE

A

B

C

EFP

25

45

60

MAXIMUM
DEPTH

4o'

24'

19'

SHIELD i
CAPAC1T:-

1125

1080

1140
Shield capacity is /,? PSr psr foot along the
bottom ci it's "-~.^~h Sniald

CONDITIONS FOR USE OF TABULATED DATA:

1. This Tabulated Data has been prepared by a registered profes-
sional engineer as required to comply with the OSHA standard 29
CFR Part 1926, Subpart P.

2. The Soil types A and B are as defined in the OSHA standard. Soil
Type C is defined as follows:

Soi; cohesive to saturated soil with an Equivalent Fluid Pressure
(EFP) or Equivalent Weight Effect of 60 PSF per foot of depth. This
typaof soil is a clay with an unconfirmed compressive strength of .5
tons/Sq. Ft., but greater than .25 Tons/SF, saturated sand or clay,
or fractured rock that is not stable.

(Note: Soil conditions more severe can be encountered with an
EFP greater than 60 PSF/F. These conditions would be sub-

merged soils, flowing mud, or muck. Such severe conditions would
require the services of a soils engineer to determine the actual soil
pressure. Consult GWE when soil pressures exceed the tabulated
values.)

3. Trench Shields si,a!i be used iri accordance with the depth:
capacity charts. The maximum depth is the distance from the
surface of the excavation to the bottom of the trench. Depth ratings
shown are based upon examples of homogenous soil conditions.
Soil pressures may vary due to: non-homogenous soils, surcharge
loads, and slope of embankment (layback). Actual soil pressures
should be verif ied to be sure that the shield capacities are not
exceeded.

4. Surcharge loads are not accounted for in the maximum depths.

Surcharge loads are possible due to: heavy equipment, vibrations,
or spoil piles, adjacent to the trench. (Adjacent is defined as within
a distance equal to the depth of the trench.)

5.Trench shields are not capable of providing stability to adjacent
buildings or other structures. Refer to the OSHA standard for
applicable requirements when trenching near buildings and other
structures.

6. Long Term exposure is for trench shields used in one position

greater than 24 hours. Short Term exposure is for shields used in

one position for 24 hours or less. GME recommends thatthe chart
for Long Term exposure be used to maximize protection. However,
the chart for Short Term exposure may be used if the criteria for
Short Term exposure can be met at all times.

GENERAL NOTES FOR TRENCH SHIELD USE:

1 Trench Shields are to be assembled a.-.d i.-.otaliec in accordance
wth manufacturer's instructions.

2. Any modifications to shields or use of component Darts -

manufactured by GMEwiii void the tabulated data unless oths-
specified cr allowed in writing by GME.

3.GME Trench Shields may be stacked, —vided that appropnatg
connections a-e made between stacl-;-;.. .il-.ields as specified bv
GME. The stacked shields neec only ha.'3 a depth rating equal t;
or greater tlia.-. the actual depth at whlcr, it is used.

4. Maximum depths are based on Er.!::-';$ being in struct-,-; .
sound condition. Trench shields shoulc «-;• inspected prior to eac~

usa for any damage or deterioration. If asi'.ie'c has sustained ma/:-
damage trie tabulated data is v;!c ."."', repairs s.'i r~adB a:
specified by a registered professicra. o-.^naer.

5. The uss of GME Trench Shields shall b; :.-. accorda..^. . - ;
tabulated ca:a and all requirements cf thi OSHA standard. Tru.'.c'"
Shia'd ussce other thar. specified or rcc.i'ed may create uns = :^

conditons that could cause a cave-in, structural failure, or collap:-:
resulting in a disabling injury or even death. GMEshJInct bs'.ia: ;
fc' sriie'd usage other than specified or required.
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